irrational were merged together and responded to physical and mental stimuli. Strange and occult powers were ascribed to rocks and trees, to events and natural phenomena. There was no part of material existence that was not bounded by taboo and superstition. Chance was completely unknown as was the con-ENTS cept of nature as a thing apart; reality was felt as mysticism and every ac- "There was a child went forth every day And the first object he looked upon and received with wonder, pity, love, or dread, that object he became, And that object became part of him for the day, or a certain part of the day, or for many years, or stretching cycles of years...."
The image in which the sculptor was living over again his own passions and experience was architectonic. Like a newborn baby, however awkward it might be, it was nevertheless a fully created thing with definite relations between its parts; and like the average baby, remarkably self-contained, The Metropolitan Museum of Art is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to
The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin www.jstor.org ® A smile appears on the faces of most archaic figures. It is not an accident of the sculptor's clumsiness, nor is it a conscious effort of his skill to create in his figures a happiness of expression seeming to transcend that of human beings. To understand the smile one must turn to archaic sculpture itself. The almond shaping of the eyes, widespread upon the forehead, thick ribbon lids, and shelving brows give an impersonal dignity to their regard. The eyes are superb and proud, not vacant. There is a complete indifference to portraiture; a tranquility and resignation which one may sometimes observe on the faces of dead persons. Not only in the treatment of the eyes are these eliminations apparent but in the nostrils as well; placed above coarse cubic lips, they bring the flattened surfaces of the cheeks together between definite nose and chin. The jawbone continues the boundaries of a compact head set upon massive shoulders, which are gradually welded into an organic trunk, immobile and majestic. The figure is built up step by step from the base on which it stands and of which it is a part.
Certainly the Greek of the sixth century B.C. did not observe such heroic individuals in his daily life. Nor can one dismiss these images as the product of inferior execution. The fact that he did not attempt the actual portraiture of those about him must be laid to a sense of consecration within himself, rather than to technical deficiency. His figures are conceived in immortality, and, since he had not inquired too closely into the character of his gods, he created ideal representations of them, generalizations of supermen, bearing none of the arresting peculiarities of actual persons.
This was, of course, not destined to continue in the later and more classical periods of Hellenism. By the time of Thales of Miletus, the father of physical science, the dawn of formalized religion had risen and conscious disassociation of the material from the spiritual had already taken place. The power of inanimate things had been transferred to a pantheistic association of human or semihuman gods and goddesses who shared all the mortal vices but seldom tempered their divine authority with any virtue other than confusion. The Olympus of the Homeric poems had indeed become so complicated that a priesthood was essential to regulate the powers and influences of the several deities, to separate the sacred from the profane, the human from the semihuman, and to establish the personalities of heroes, gods, and mortals. Often a dualism of function and purpose was admitted; the sun and heavenly bodies were both human and divine. Even in those remote days we see emerge that omniscient anthropomorphism which was to be the basis of an ultimate union between the rational and the ethical. Plato and Aristotle were to hand this concept on as the theological foundation of the medieval church.
That this progress from the general to the specific was shared by the artist may be deduced by comparing the archaic Tenean Apollo of Munich, so typical of the tense, flat-sided heroes of Boeotia, with the later and still more famous Hermes at Olympia. In the former one observes the archetype of mankind, not necessarily Apollo (for the cult was in its infancy) but certainly a god. The enigma of man's relation to the Infinite is on his face. Hermes, on the other hand, is sweet and precious. He is a particular Hermes, the son of Maia and guardian of the infant Dionysius. He is Hermes with all the emblems of individuality which Praxiteles, another individual, put upon him and therefore lacks the universal quality of the anonymous Apollo.
Every civilization has had its great period of archaic sculpture. In Egypt under the Memphite kings the Sphinx, whose smile is perhaps the greatest riddle of antiquity, was carved. Never has a people produced an art more instinct with dignity and reverence. A statue of the pharaoh epitomizes not only the absolutism of his rank but the strangeness of his origin. The Nile which bore him alone might explain the mystery of his smile, a transfixed but scarcely humorous expression of his deity. In the early periods of Egyptian art his identity was revealed in nearly every instance by an insignificant cartouche; yet the solemnity of the convention is rarely disturbed by the desire for portraiture. This convention asserts itself moreover in every art that derived its inspiration It was just this bigness of conception which was needed to produce Romanesque sculpture and why in it we find those qualities, even to the smile itself, which abound in the archaic art of every civilization. Gloria was the word associated with these decorated portals, and it was the Glory of the Court of Heaven. The skeleton plan for these arrangements was laid out in the cloister and passed on by means of manuscript illumination to the stonecutters. But nothing was lost in the transmission of the idea; for, sharing to some degree the fervor of his monastic brother, the artist thought in the large and carried out his program without injecting into it his own personality. This anonymity may account for the consciousness in medieval art which enabled the craftsman to rise above the limits of an established iconography and to communicate in terms of universal human experience.
Elie Faure has properly contended that whenever voluntary sacrifice of the artist to his work is found, then that art may be considered To enumerate the other places and periods where this circumstance occurs would be to prepare a catalogue for some ethnographical museum. In all of the primitive cultures of the Americas and of the Oceanic world we find 225 similar developments. African Negro sculpture, so popular because of its abstractions, offers a splendid field for study since it is possibly the most recently executed primitive art that we know. Abstract it may be and perfect in its conception and design, but none the less it remains essentially anthropomorphic. The Negro sculptor feels his living God as God, and the smile which we see upon his face is a translation into stone or wood of his reconciliation with the Infinite.
The elaboration of this theme must seem the vilest platitude to anyone who has so much as cast a tourist's glance at an archaic statue. But there is a significance to the archaic concept which is too often overlooked simply because archaic art has always appeared to be a product of the past. Yet the fact that its simple qualities are so appealing to the rugged individualists of the twentieth century is worthy of consideration. It suggests perhaps that in the present day we are starved for universals-for ideas and ideals that transcend our all too finite lives and habits of thought. In contemporary art the emlphasis is nearly always placed upon the particular rather than the general; the great community of belief in which all men shared and shared alike has fallen prey to the privy experience and the momentary incident.
The problem today, then, is not so much that of a lack of a single conviction but the nmul- reflection of the particular time of crisis in which these works are created. It is the individual's right in a free society to express his intellectual and emotional conviction in his own terms and not to be accused in so doing of being a propagandist for other people's ideologies. Rugged individualism, which is the cornerstone of the capitalistic system, cuts both ways, and free enterprise which is no longer free is the one thing which in the arts as in business we most fear. Academies and societies which veer to the Left or to the Right, far from being the guardians of an immortal tradition, are merely the tools of pressure groups whose greatest fear is fear itself. There are those who may wonder where individualism will end and authority begin. The authority I believe will inevitably lie in the work of art itself, in its "internal order," for the work of art, to quote E. M. Forster once more, "stands up by itself, and nothing else does. It achieves something which has often been promised by society but always delusively. Ancient Athens made a mess-but the Antigone stands Iup. Renaissance Rome made a mess-but the ceiling of the Sistine got painted; Louis XIV made a lmess-but there was Phedre. Louis XV continued it, but Voltaire got his letters written. Art for Art's sake? I should just think so, and more so than ever at the present time. It is the one orderly product which our muddling race has produced. It is the cry of a thousand sentinels, the echo from a thousand labyrinths, it is the lighthouse which cannot be hidden; 'c'est le meilleur temoignage que nous puissions donner de notre dignit. ' " Just what the nature of this internal authority should be is a question that has occupied the waking hours of all thoughtful artists and connoisseurs. Wilenski, the English critic, has put the problem very well: "To be an original enlargement of an artist's experience a work of art must be called forth by the service of religion or some consciously held idea of art." What then is this consciously held idea? "To regain a creative consciousness both in the artist and the spectator." He accepts religious art without comment as votive and therefore originally conceived; it is the product of a common emotional experience. Non-religious art, however, must be dominated by a principle-a knowledge held jointly by the creator and the spectator. Call it architecture, composition, what you will. It is the fundamental discipline underlying the creative process-a process which is instinctive and universal, something shared with the biological world in its innate order, balance, symmetry. It is the thing which Aldous Huxley defined at a recent symposium on modern art: "I have always imagined that the reason why we are appealed to by a beautifully composed picture is that in some curious way these things tell us about the nature of the world, and that the same, I think, passes up from the purely physiological into the intellectual and spiritual world, and that actually, not the subject matter but the whole unification and harmonization of different elements which the artist does, including subject matter, actually form values, and so on, and is in a sense a kind of apocalypse or revelation of the nature of the universe." Many people are inclined to ask how it is possible to recognize these spiritual qualities in a new and sometimes strange creative work. "I wish," they say, "that I could see what you see in that picture." Without attempting to define art (for its utter defiance to definition is probably its greatest charm), one might reply that you learn to know and estimate art in the same way that you learn to appreciate your friends. There are those among your acquaintance whom you love and others whom you cordially despise; some will convey a special sympathy, while others appeal only to the rational processes of your mind. Since works of art are the creation of human beings, they must be looked upon as extensions into stone or canvas of the artist's inner personality. And your insight into their characters is based upon the same human experiences of constant association that you gain by living with your fellow men.
Perhaps the artist's unique gift is to see beyond the narrow reality of the moment into the breadth of eternity. This is superbly expressed in the words attributed to the Chinese philosopher, Li Po, who wrote and painted at the court of the Emperor Ming Huang in the eighth century:
